Vestibular signals of posterior parietal cortex neurons during active and passive head movements in macaque monkeys.
The posterior parietal cortex may function as an interface between sensory and motor cortices and thus could be involved in the formation of motor plans as well as abstract representations of space. We have recorded from neurons in the intraparietal sulcus, namely, the ventral and medial intraparietal areas (VIP and MIP, respectively), and analyzed their head-movement-related signals in relation to passive and active movements. To generate active head movements, we made the animals track a moving fixation spot in the horizontal plane under head-free conditions. When under certain circumstances the animals were tracking the fixation spot almost exclusively via head movements, a clear correlation between neuronal firing rate and head movement could be established. Furthermore, a newly employed paradigm, the "replay method," made available direct comparison of neuronal firing behavior under active and passive movement conditions. In such case, the animals were allowed to make spontaneous head movements in darkness. Subsequently, the heads were fixed and the previously recorded active head-movement profile was reproduced by a turntable as passive stimulation. Neuronal responses ranged from total extinction of the vestibular signal during active movement to presence of activity only during active movement. Furthermore, in approximately one-third of the neurons, a change of vestibular on-direction depending on active versus passive movement mode was observed, that is, type I neurons became type II neurons, etc. We suggest that the role of parietal vestibular neurons has to be sought in sensory space representation rather than reflex behavior and motor control contexts.